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Abstract. The authors of this article focus on the simulation of the motor vehicle on a certain road and propose their 
specific solution of this problem. A mathematical model of the system "motor vehicle - road" is presented. The motor 
vehicle is simulated by concentrated masses interconnected by elastic and dissipative links. The presented model of the 
motor vehicle evaluates the movement of the motor vehicle body in space; the movement and turning of front and rear 
suspensions with respect to the body; the interaction of the wheel with the road pavement surface; the blocking of the 
wheel; the changing cohesive forces which influence the motor vehicle. The investigated road pavement surface is simu
lated by triangular finite elements, the certain height of road pavement surface roughness and the cohesion coefficients of 
road pavement surface and the motor vehicle wheel in the longitudinal and transverse directions of the wheel are selected 
in each finite element nodal point. The presented results illustrate: the motor vehicle movement trajectories braking at 
various initial conditions and on a certain pavement surface of the road section under investigation and the motor vehicle 
driving on the speed reduction bump ("sleeping policeman"). 
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1. Introduction 

A motor vehicle is the most comfortable and popu
lar means of transport; however, it causes a lot of prob
lems for all road users. 

Accidents occur every 15 seconds, in which people 
suffer. One person is injured every 1.5 minute, i.e. one 
thousand people are injured in 24 hours. Thus, ca one 
million inhabitants of the Earth are lost in the period of 
three years [1]. 

The number of old cars exceeding its own resources 
several times has increased in Lithuania. Following sta
tistics, one person is killed every 8 hours, and one person 
is injured each hour on Lithuanian roads [ 1]. 

Each year 4,000 - 6,000 registered road accidents 
occur in our country (the most typical are as follows: run
ning over pedestrians, collision, overturning, hitting an 
obstacle, running over cyclists, hitting a parked vehicle) 
[2, 3]. 

The types of accidents vary. To study accidents of 
various types accurately, first of all, the universal dynamic 
model of the motor vehicle as well as the model of the 
road shall be constructed. 

Simulation and description of the motor vehicle 
movement have been studied by scientists for several 
years. 

1 E-mail: olegas@ti.vtu.lt 
2 E-mail: marius@ti.vtu.lt 

A. A. Chachaturov et a!. studied the methods of road 
pavement description, suspension of automobiles, roll
ing of wheels and simulated the movement of the 
automobile [ 4]. 

A. Rutka and J. Sapragonas investigated the tyre and 
road interaction. Their scientific work analyzes the influ
ence of the tyre on the road. The data of profile used in 
the investigation is measured on real roads. To investi
gate the smoothing function oftyres two models are used: 
flexible narrow ring- 2D estimates the tyre and road con
tact in a line and flexible band- 3D estimates the dimen
sional contact between road and tyre [5]. 

S. J. DiMaggio and M. P. Bieniek investigated ve
hicle dynamics using limited surface treatment of the tyre 
-road interface. A new method of dealing with the force
producing mechanism at the tyre - road interface is pre
sented in their scientific work [6]. 

J. Ambrosio created the vehicle dynamic model for 
frontal and oblique vehicle impact analysis. The multi body 
model of the vehicle is composed of 16 rigid bodies and 
nonlinear partially flexible body. The system components 
include a front double A-arm suspension system, a rear 
McPherson suspension system, wheels and chassis. A 
partially flexible body where the front part is considered 
flexible while the remaining structure and a shell is con
sidered rigid. This modeling assumption is valid, if plas
tic deformations occur in the parts of the vehicle modeled 
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as flexible regions such as the front and no significant 
deformation takes place in the passenger compartment. 
This model is suitable to simulate frontal impacts of the 
sports car. The flexible part of the chassis is composed of 
36 nodal points and 38 nonlinear beam elements made of 
E24 steel and having hollow rectangular cross-section [7]. 

T. D. Williams, A. de Pennington and D. C. Barton 
investigated the impact behavior of low volume, niche 
market sports car with a spaceframe chassis using a non
linear finite element. Considering the options to improve 
crash it was essential to make sure that the overall struc
tural response is predicted. An experimental test program
me supported the finite element predictions and included 
the impact testing of typical brazed tubular structures and 
an automotive wheel and tyre. Results from a 23,000 fi
nite elements vehicle model correlate with the digitized 
results of a crash test video [8]. 

J. Giergiel and M. Smieszek investigated automated 
guided vehicle movement along a curvilinear trajectory. 
Automated guided vehicles are widespread in modern 
manufacturing. The lowest speed of automated guided 
vehicles takes place during the movement along a curvi
linear trajectory and results from necessities of assurance 
stability during movement. The authors decided to use 
the computer simulation process to explain this phenom
ena. During simulation the mathematical model of an 
automated guided vehicle was moving along curvilinear 
trajectory. Factors connected with the construction of an 
automated guided vehicle and with the trajectory were 
taken into account during simulation [9]. 

The dynamic models of motor vehicles presented by 
other scientists are very complicated and they can be sim
plified for simulating the movement of the motor vehicle 
on the road. 

The authors of this article focus on the simulation of 
the motor vehicle on a certain road and propose their spe
cific solution of this problem. 

The movement of the motor vehicle on the road is a 
very complicated process which depends not only on the 
dynamic properties of the motor vehicle, but also on the 
conditions of the road section under investigation. 

The system "motor vehicle -road" was selected for 
research. It consists of: 

a certain motor vehicle with known geometric pa
rameters and physical mechanical properties (masses 
of individual elements, moments of inertia, size, stiff
ness coefficients, mechanical energy damping coef
ficients, etc.); 
a road section with known geometric parameters and 
physical mechanical properties (length, width, pave
ment surface, etc.). 
To solve the constructed mathematical model of the 

system "motor vehicle - road" application packages 
Compaq Visual Fortran Professional v 6.1 [10] and Wa
terloo Maple 7.0 [11,12] are used. 

2. Mathematical Model of the Road Pavement Sur
face 

To describe the road pavement surface roughness and 
cohesion coefficients of the road pavement and motor 
vehicle wheels on each nodal point of the road pavement 
surface the method of finite elements is applied [2, 3, 13, 
14]. 

The total pavement surface of the road section is di
vided into triangular finite elements (FE) (Fig 1). A cer
tain height of the road pavement surface roughness and 
cohesion coefficients of road pavement surface and mo
tor vehicle wheels in the longitudinal and transverse di
rections of the motor vehicle wheels are selected in each 
nodal point of FE. 

fmml dry asphalt 

m!m wet asphalt 

• soil 

y 

Fig 1. Expansion of the pavement surface of the road section 
into finite elements: I -motor vehicle; 2- road carriageway; 

3 - shoulder; 4- triangular finite element 

3. Mathematical Model of the Motor Vehicle 

The motor vehicle is simulated by concentrated 
masses interconnected by elastic and dissipative links 
(Kelvin-Foight elements) [2, 3]. 

The motor vehicle model consists of seven concen
trated masses: body, front and rear suspension and four 
wheels (Fig 2). 

In the geometrical centre 0 of the motor vehicle the 
system of coordinates Smv - llmv - ~nzv is introduced 
and in the masses centre C of the motor vehicle the sys
tem of coordinates X nzv - Ymv - Znzv is introduced. 

The masses centre C of the motor vehicle is far from 
geometrical centre 0 at distances ax, a y , a z in the di
rections of axes Smv, llmv , ~mv . This discrepancy be
tween motor vehicle masses and geometrical centre can 
be explained by the asymmetric distribution of passenger 
and load mass in the motor vehicle. 

The body can move in space in the directions of glo
bal axis X , y and z and tum around local axes X mv , 

Y111v, Zmv of the motor vehicle. Front and rear suspen
sions can move in the direction of axis Zmv and tum on 
the vertical plane with respect to the body. Wheels can 
move in the direction of axis Z mv with respect to the 
body. 
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To describe the movement of the motor vehicle the 
following generalized coordinates are introduced (Fig 2): 

{qmv}T = [xc Yc Zc <l'xc <!'yc <~'zc 

(1) 

+. C¥~'"" h,.,. => 

1 j 
A-A 

Fig 2. Motor vehicle model 

The movement of the motor vehicle as the move
ment of an intricate mechanical system is described by 
second degree LaGrange equations: 

(2) 

where: L- motor vehicle (mechanical system) LaGrange 
function, 

L=T-IL (3) 

where: T- kinetic energy of the motor vehicle; II
potential energy of motor vehicle elastic elements; H -
dissipative function of motor vehicle dissipative elements; 
{q 111v}- vector of generalized coordinates; {q 111v }-vector 

of generalized speeds; {F111v}- vector of generalized 

forces, influencing the motor vehicle. 

Kinetic energy of the motor vehicle equals to: 

T I { (· 2 . 2 . 2) I . 2 I · 2 =-vnb xc+Yc+zc + x <!' + v <!' + 2 c xc -c Yc 

(4) 

where: mb- mass of the motor vehicle without front and 
rear suspensions (mass of the body); m1 , m2 - masses of 
front and rear suspensions; I xc , I Yc , I zc - inertia 
moments of the motor vehicle (body) without front and 
rearsuspensionsaroundaxis xl71\" ynlV' znlV' II, /2-
inertia moments of front and rear suspensions around 
nodal points 0 1 and 0 2 ; mwl , mw2 , mw3 , mw4 - masses 
of wheels. 

Potential energy of elastic elements of the motor 
vehicle equals to: 

8 
II= LITiee; 

iee=l 
(5) 

where: ITiee- potential energy of elastic element iee. 

1 2 
II iee = 2 kieel'!..liee ; (6) 

where: kiee - stiffness coefficient of elastic element iee ; 
l'!..liee- contraction of elastic element iee . 

11liee = l p iee -lo iee ; (7) 

where: l p iee - present length of elastic element iee ; 

lo iee- initial length of elastic element iee . 

Let us consider that: 

where: x;, Yi , z;- global coordinates of the elastic 
element nodal point i ; x J , Y J , z j - global coordinates 
of elastic element nodal point j ; ¢ iee - function of elastic 
element iee . 

Expressions (8) and (7) can be rewritten: 

<I>· =[2 . 
lee p iee , (9) 

11liee == .J<I>iee -lo iee. (10) 

Then after evaluating expression (1 0), expression (6) 
can be rewritten as follows: 

ITiee = ~kieel'!..li~e ==~kiee(J<I>iee -lo ieeJ. (11) 

Derivative of potential energy according to the gen
eralized coordinate {q111v}equals to: 
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1 [ lo iee jtJiee -- kiee 1- /m:-
2 vcpiee a mv . (12) 

Derivative of potential energy according to the gen
eralized speed {clmv}equals to: 

~niee = 0 . 
a{qmv} 

(13) 

Dissipative function of motor vehicle dissipative el
ements is equal to: 

8 

H = L,Hiee · 
' iee=l 

(14) 

where: Hiee- dissipative function of elastic element 

(15) 

where: hiee - mechanical energy damping coefficient of 
elastic element iee ; t:Jiee - contraction speed of elastic 
element iee . 

tJ.iiee =jJ_I!J.liee =jJ_(Jcpiee -lo iee)= at at 

1 tJiee J. } 
2 ~a "tlmv. V ~ zee nzv (16) 

Having evaluated expression (16), expression (15) 
can be rewritten as follows: 

[ ]

2 

1 1 a ke . 
zh;., F-~~m,) 

2 zee a~mvJ (17) 

Derivative of dissipative function according to the 
generalized speed { q nzv} equals to: 

oHiee = h· 1 acDiee {" } 
.d{qmv} zee 2Jci>iee a{qmv} qmv (18) 

To fmd the expression ofpotentia1 energy and dissi
pative function, global coordinates of every elastic ele
ment iee nodal points i and j shall be known. As it was 
mentioned the movement of the motor vehicle is investi
gated on a certain road section in the system of global 
coordinates X- y-z . The position of the motor vehicle 
in this global system of coordinates can be determined by 

generalized coordinates xc, Yc, zc, <!'x , <!'yc , <l'zc, 
Z1, <1'1 , Z2, <1'2, Zwl, zw2 , Zw3, Zw4 ofthe motor ve-

hicle. To fmd the position of any vehicle nodal point in 
the global system of coordinates X- y- z local coordi
nates of the motor vehicle nodal point (rays from the motor 
vehicle masses centre to the investigated nodal point) and 
the coordinate transformation matrix (matrix, which de
termines turning of coordinates around axis X nzv , Y,11 v , 

Zmv) shall be known: 

( 19) 

where: [A] - matrix of coordinate transformation; 

[Az,,. J, [ Ar,
111

• J , [Ax,,. J - matrices of coordinate 

transfonnation around axes Z 111v , Ymv and X mv . 

The position of any motor vehicle nodal point in the 
global system of coordinates X- y- z is determined 
by its global coordinate vector which is equal to: 

{xd= {xc }+ [AJlxk lac J; (20) 

where: {xc }- global coordinate vector of the motor 
vehicle masses centre; [A]- matrix of coordinate trans for
mation; {xk lac J -local coordinate vector of the motor ve
hicle nodal point k ; k - any nodal point of the motor 
vehicle. 

Functions ¢ iee , iee = 1.;- 8 of top and bottom elas
acp. 

tic elements of suspension and derivatives a __ { __ lee} of 
qau· functions cDiee according to generalized coor mate 

{ q mv } are determined. 
Provided functions <l>iee of elastic elements of 

suspension and their derivatives according to the gener-
acpiee 

alized coordinates a{q~} are known, potential energy 

n and dissipative funcd
1
2n H of the motor vehicle can 

be determined. 
Having inserted the expressions of the motor vehicle 

kinetic and potential energies, dissipative functions and 
the vector of generalized forces influencing the motor 
vehicle, into the second degree LaGrange equations (2), 
the system of the motor vehicle movement equation is 
obtained which can be written in the matrix form: 

(21) 

where: [ M mv] -matrix of motor vehicle masses; {;jmv ]

vector of generalized accelerations; {Qmv ]-loading vector 

of the motor vehicle. 
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~mvf =[ ic Yc <-c <Pxc iPYc iP::c 

z, ij), i2 iP2 Zw] Zw2 Zw3 Zw4J; (23) 

f9mv }= {F mv }- f ~pie~}- f ~~iee_}- (24) 
iee=l Y:fmv iee=l 0)9mv ' 

where: lFmv J -vector of generalized forces, influencing 
the motor vehicle, 

F1 M, F2 M2 Fw! Fw2 Fw3 F..,.4 J; (25) 

where: F.~c' FYc' Fzc' F,' F2' Fwi' Fw2' Fw3' Fw4' 
- generalized forces in the directions of respective gene-
ralized coordinates; M xc , M Yc , M zc , M 1 , M 2 -

generalized moments in the directions of respective 
generalized coordinates. 

The system of equations (21) is solved by the method 
of Runge-Kutta [2, 3, 15]. For this purpose it has to be 
rearranged from 14 differential equations of the second 
order to 28 differential equations of the first order: 

(26) 

4. Conditions of the Contact of the Bottom Nodal Point 
of the Motor Vehicle Wheel and Road Pavement Sur
face 

Solving the system of equations (26) the contact be
tween the motor vehicle wheel and road pavement sur
face has to be evaluated in every time step [2, 3]. 

The following conditions of contact between the 
motor vehicle wheel and road pavement surface are se
lected (Fig 3): 

_ -jZwj• 
<-wj- ):: -

~), 

_ _ {Zwj• 
Zwj- 0, 

.. _ !Feq }+10• 
z-.vj - 0, 

when Zwj ~ ~i; 

when Zwj < ~j; 

when Zwj ~ ~ i and Zwj ~ 0; 

when z,,j < ~ i and Zwj < 0; 

when Zwj ~ ~j and Feq j+IO ~ 0; 

when Z11.y < Sj and Feq j+IO < 0; (27) 

where: ~i- height of road pavement surface roughness 
under the motor vehicle wheels, j = 1"'"" 4; Feq j+IO -

motor vehicle movement equations right side obtained 
with respect to Zwj . 

bottom point of the motor vehicle wheel 

road pavement surface ~j 

Fig 3. Identification circuit of the contact between motor 
vehicle wheel and road pavement surface 

To find the height of road pavement surface under 
the motor vehicle wheel global coordinates of wheels in 
the system of coordinates X - y have to be known: 

Xwi = A11 1ij +A12r2j; 

(28) 

where: A11 , A12 , A21 , A22 - terms of coordinate 

transformation matrix [A J (see expression (19)); rij, 

r2J - local rays from the motor vehicle masses centre to 

wheel j, j = 1 +4. 
When global coordinates of the wheels are known 

the dependence of a certain wheel on the exact finite ele
ment of the road pavement surface and the height of rough
ness of the road pavement surface under it can be deter
mined. 

5. Identification of road pavement surface roughness 
and cohesion coefficients with the motor vehicle wheels 

The roughness of the surface on every nodal point 
x, y of road finite element (Fig 1) are approximated as 

follows [2, 3]: 

where: ~( x, Y l - road pavement surface roughness on 
finite ele;hent dodal point x, Y ; N 1, N2 , N3 -shape 
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functions of triangle finite element; ~ 1 , ~2 , ~ 3 -surface 

roughness on finite element nodal points. 
Let us consider that the cohesion coefficients of the 

motor vehicle wheel and road pavement surface are dis
tributed according to the law of ellipsis (Fig 4) [2, 3]: 

(30) 

where: Xwj , Ywj - cohesion coefficients on every nodal 
point of ellipsis; a = cp~~s - maximum cohesion coef
ficient (in the longitudinal direction of the wheel); 
b = cp~hes -minimum cohesion coefficient (in the trans
verse direction of the wheel). 

In Fig 4 the distribution of the cohesion coefficient 
of wheel j is presented: maximum cohesion coefficient 
- in the direction of axis X w} , minimum - in the direc
tion of axis Ywj . X - y- global system of coordinates, 
where movement of the motor vehicle is investigated; 
X mv - Ymv - system of local coordinate of the motor 

vehicle, the beginning of this system of coordinates in 
the motor vehicle masses centre; X,..,'} - Ywj - system of 
local coordinates of the wheel j , the beginning of the 
system of coordinates is in the motor vehicle wheel masses 
centre; cpzc- angle between the systems of coordinates 
X - y and X mv - ~nv (turning angle of the motor ve

hicle around the vertical axis, which crosses its masses 

centre); Ywj - turning angle of wheel j with respect to 

the motor vehicle body; { v,.J}- sliding speed vector of 

wheel j; Xwj- angle between axis X Hj of wheel j and 

sliding speed vector {vwj}; 8wj - angle between the lo

cal axis X mv of the motor vehicle and sliding speed vee-

tor of the wheel j . 

Fig 4. Distribution of the cohesion coefficient of wheel j 

Equation (30) can be written parametrically: 

(31) 

Then dependence of cohesion coefficient on angle 
Xwj equals to: 

where: CJlcohes(X,.'} )-cohesion coefficient of wheel 

j and road pavement surface in the direction of the 

wheel sliding speed { v,j}. 
(33) 

where: Y,j- turning angle of wheel j with respect to the 

body of the motor vehicle anti-clockwise; 8~>'}- angle 

between the local axis X mv of the motor vehicle and 

sliding speed vector { v":i} of the wheel j , 

(
v . l li'lYmv cS .· = arctg -- --WJ . 
v . ' 'H·JXmv 

(34) 

where: vwjx,
11

, , v,jy
111

,. -projections of the wheel sliding 

speed vector {vwj} to axes X mv and Ynzv respectively; 

Cohesion coefficients of the wheel and the road pave-

ment surface on any finite element nodal point x, yare 

approximated as follows: 

max ( <pcohes X, 

min ( <pwtzes X, 

max ( ) min ( ) where: CJlcoizes x, Y , cpcohes x, Y - maximum and 

minimum cohesion coefficients of the wheel and the road 

pavement surface on finite element nodal point x, y ; 

r N( "' Y )]-'hope function' of t'ionglo finite olomont; 

~), ~ J - vectors of maximum and minimum cohesion 

coefficients on finite element nodal points. 
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Road pavement surface roughness and cohesion co
efficients of the wheel and the road pavement surface are 
divided linearly on the triangle finite element, therefore, 
the net of finite element shall be denser in the places where 
surface roughness or cohesion coefficients change rap
idly (increase or decrease). 

To perform fewer calculations it shall be estimated 
to which of the finite element each wheel belongs and 
height of road pavement surface roughness and cohesion 
coefficients of the each wheel and the road pavement sur
face are estimated only on four selected nodal points. 

6. Identification of Cohesive Forces 

Studying the movement of the motor vehicle motor 
vehicle wheel and road pavement surface cohesive forces 
cannot be neglected. Cohesive forces under different 
wheels can have different values depending on different 
cohesion coefficients of the vehicle wheels and road pave
ment surface [2, 3]. 

If the direction of the motor vehicle speed and wheel 
speed coincide and the wheel is not blocked (is not braked), 
cohesive force between the wheel and road pavement sur
face is equal to zero. Cohesive force will have certain value 
provided the directions of speeds mentioned above do not 
coincide or the wheel is not blocked (braking occurs). 

When braking the motor vehicle or when it is slid
ing redistribution of the motor vehicle mass on the front 
and rear suspensions occurs which influences the move
ment of the motor vehicle. The more intensively the mo
tor vehicle is braked, the greater part of the mass influ
ences the front suspension and the front wheels are pressed 
harder (when the motor vehicle moves forward). 

In general cohesive force which influences wheel 
j , equals to: 

Fcohesj = Rzj~cohesj; (36) 

where: Rzj- normal reaction which influences road pa
vement surface; ~cohesj - cohesion coefficient of the 
motor vehicle wheel and road pavement surface which 
depends on the road pavement surface; j = 1 + 4. 

Normal reaction which influences the road pavement 
surface is estimated as follows: 

where: k j- stiffness coefficient of suspension elastic 
element j ; h j - mechanical energy damping coefficient 
of suspension elastic element j ; 6.l j - contraction of 
suspension elastic element j ; 6.i J - contraction speed of 
suspension elastic element j . 

If 6.l j ~ 0, the motor vehicle wheel j contacts with 
the road pavement surface; provided 6.l j > 0 , the motor 
vehicle wheel j does not contact with the road pavement 

X 

Fig 5. Cohesive forces which influence the motor vehicle 
wheels 

surface. 
Cohesive forces which influence the motor vehicle 

are shown in Fig 5. 
Cohesive force which influences wheel j is inserted 

in vector: 

-sign( Vwjx,,. ) IFcohesj cos( 8.,:i + <!>zc 1 
{ Fcohesj} = -sign( Vwjy,.,. ) IFcoh.,j sin( 8wj + <!>zc 1 

0 
; (38) 

where: vwjx v ~jy - projections of motor vehicle wheel 

j sliding s~:ed v:·~tor { Vwj} to local axes X mv and 

Ymv of the motor vehicle respectively (see Fig 4); 8wj-

angle between the local axis X nzv of the motor vehicle 

and sliding speed vector { Vwj} of the wheel j (see Fig 4 

and expression (34)). 
Cohesion moment of cohesive forces from wheel 

j which influences the motor vehicle is equal to: 

where: {rcj} -local vector from the masses centre of the 

motor vehicle to wheel j; lrcj] - matrix of the motor 

vehicle wheel j . 
General cohesive force vector which influences the 

motor vehicle and general cohesive moment are equal to: 

Fg = F · 
{ } 

4 { } 
cohes ~! cohesJ ; 

{ M fohes} = tl{ M cohesj}. (40) 
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General cohesive force vector { F,:~hes} which in-

f
en,ce t1e motor vehicle and general cohesive moment 

M c~ohes J will be included to vector of generalized forces 

mv J (25), influencing the motor vehicle. 

7. Identification of Dependence of the Bnttom Nodal 
Point of the Mator Vehide Wheel Interacting with the 
Road Pavement Surface for- Each Road Finite Element 

As we have mentioned in Chapter 2 the road section 
under investigation is divided into triangular finite ele
ments (FE). On each FE nodal point a certain height of 
the road pavement surface roughness and cohesion coef
ficients of road pavement surface and motor vehicle 
wheels in the longitudinal and transverse directions of 
the motor vehicle wheels are selected. Then the mentioned 
parameters can be calculated in each nodal point .x , Y of 
FE applying the method of finite elements [7., 3]. 

To reduce the number of calculations it shall be esti
mated to which FE each of the motor vehicle wheels be
longs. 

It is only on these estimated four nodal points that 
the height of road pavement surface roughness as well as 
cohesion coefficients of the motor vehicle each wheel and 
road pavement surface are calculated (as we have men
tioned in Chapter 5). 

The position of a motor vehicle wheel on the road 
shall be expressed by the nodal point with coordinates 
xwj , Ywj . Triangular FE containing this nodal point is 
estimated. 

Nodal point xwj, Ywj belongs to triangle ife FE 
with nodal points 1 , 2 , 3 provided condition: 

I ife I lsif"e llsif"e llsife 1· . Sl 2 3 = I. 2 + •)3 . + 3 I . lS met, , , , ,Wj -, .• WJ , ,Wj 
(41) 

h sife f ;F. . I FE 5if"e sif"e w. ere: 1,2,3 - area o 11 e tnang e ; · i,2,,,.:j, 2,3.n:i, 

sf~.wr areas of auxiliary triangles (Fig 6). 
If coordinates of tliangle vertices nodal points be

long to the global system of coordinates X - y, the area 

3 (x,, y,) 

\ 
wj(~ 

2 (x,, y,) 2 (x 2 , y 2 ) 

Fig 6. The identification circuit of nodal point 

wj( x 111 , y,.1 )dependence on ife triangle finite element: 

a - nodal point belongs to a finite element; b- nodal point 

does not belong to a finite element 

of iriangles can be estimated [2, 3, 15]: 

Xj Y1 l Xj Y1 

sif" = 
,-.if"e 1 :I 

X]. v ..... 
1,2.3 2 

x2 .1'2 ,)i,2.ll·:i 
2 '.<. 

x3 Y3 Xwi YH). 

"'ife 1 
J2,3,1"1:j = --

"ti 

" 

28,0 

~ 26,5 
o· ., 
<; 
>;; 

12 25.0 

" " " " ~ 23.5 
~ 

[~ 
22,0 

2 

10,0 

"l:l' 
~ 

28,0 

~ 26,5 

" ~ 
t; 

~ 25,0 

" " " "' ~ 23,5 

§ 
~ 

22,0 

10.0 

28,0 

10,0 

1 

I 

x2 Y2 l X] )'" I 
- ·' ' 

).'"·' VJ 
,.,ife I XI 

VJ I ·' ~-,3,1,wf 
2 .(42) 

x,,j Ywj 1 x"j y,,i 

I ---~ 

--~tj -1··· ~I J ~~ l/, 1)~~ 
v ~t VI \ \))_; 

'_1 
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c) 

'Fig 7. Motor vehicle movement trajectories (view from topi, 
the initial driving speed is 60 krnlh: a- road pavement is dr)' 
asphalt, braking all wheels; b -- road pavement is dry asphail, 
braking two front or rear wheels; c- when then; is a slippery 

section on the road, braking all wheels 
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If condition ( 41) is not met, nodal point xwj , 2000 

Ywj does not belong to ife triangle FE. o Ji \]\ r 

8. Resu!ts of a Compute.r Experiment 

To solve the dynamic model of the system "motor 
vehicle - road" the following results are obtained during 
the computer experiment using application packages 
Compaq Visual Fortran Professional v 6.1 [10] and Wa
terloo Maple 7.0 [11, 12]: 

the motor vehicle movement trajectories when brak
ing at various initial conditions and a various certain 
pavement surface of the road section under investi
gation (Fig 7); 
the dependences of vertical displacement of motor 
vehicle wheel bottom nodal point on the longitudi
nal coordinate of the road when the motor vehicle 
drives on the speed reduction bump ("sleeping po
liceman") (Fig 8); 
the dependences of vertical acceleration of motor 
vehicle wheel bottom nodal point on the longitudi
nal coordinate of the road when the motor vehicle 
drives on the speed reduction bump ("sleeping po
liceman") (Fig 9); 
the dependences of nonnal reactions which influ
ence road pavement surface on the longitudinal co
ordinate of the road when a motor vehicle drives on 
the speed reduction bump ("sleeping policeman") 
(Fig 1 0). 

Longitudinal coordinate of road, m 

1- v==20km/la ~ v=401an/h ~ v=60kmlh j 

Fig 8. Dependence of the motor vehicle wheel bottom nodal 
point vertical displacement on the longitudinal coordinate of 

the road when the motor vehicle drives on the speed reduction 
bump ("sleeping policeman") 

""~ 2,0 .---.--.----r--.------,---...---

1 1 i J:~h t==tl =-±I =-Mt===~MSA-=~;;£l=-9~ 
~ ";; "-. -8,0 L ___ L. __ L. ___ L._ _ _L ___ .J-. _ __l_ __ _____J_ 

'<..:! 
~ 8,8 8,9 9,0 9,1 9,2 9,3 9,4 9,5 

Longitudinal coordinate of road, m 

1- v~2Dkmlh v-40 k:mlh v-60 km/h I 

Fig 9. Dependence of the motor vehicle wheel bottom nodal 
point vertical acceleration on the longitudinal coordinate of 

the road, when the motor vehicle drives on the speed 
reduction bump ("sleeping policeman") 
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Fig 10. Dependence of the motor vehicle wheel normal 
reaction which influences road pavement surface on the 

longitudinal coordinate of road when the motor vehicle drives 
on the speed reduction bump ("sleeping policeman") 

9. Conclusions 

1. A mathematical model of the system "motor ve
hicle- road" is presented. It consists of the dynamic model 
of the motor vehicle and the model of the road section 
under investigation. 

2. The motor vehicle is simulated by concentrated 
masses interconnected by elastic and dissipative links 
(Kelvin-Foight elements). The presented model evaluates 
the movement of the motor vehicle body in space; the 
movement and turning of front and rear suspensions with 
respect to the body; the interaction of the wheel with the 
road pavement surface; the blocking of the wheel; chang
ing cohesive forces which influence the motor vehicle. 

3. The investigated road pavement surface is simu
lated by triangular finite elements, the certain height of 
road pavement surface roughness and cohesion coeffi
cients of road pavement surface and the motor vehicle 
wheel in the longitudinal and transverse directions of the 
wheel are selected in each finite element nodal point. 

4. Graphs in Fig 7 a- b illustrating the braking of the 
motor vehicle on the road, show that the less number of 
wheels of the motor vehicle brake (e.g., two or four), the 
longer the motor vehicle braking way is. 

5. Graph in Fig 7 c illustrating braking of the motor 
vehicle on the road shows that if there is a slippery sec
tion of road and all wheels of the motor vehicle are braked, 
the motor vehicle starts turning around its vertical axis 
passing through its masses centre when two wheels of the 
motor vehicle drive on the slippery section of road. 

6. Graphs in Fig 8 - 10 illustrating the movement of 
the motor vehicle on the speed reduction bump ("sleep
ing policeman") show that if initial driving speed of a 
motor vehicle is less, the wheel will jump less on the speed 
reduction bump ("sleeping policeman"), and the wheel 
norn1al reaction as well as loading to the bearing part will 
be weaker. In other words, the speed shall be reduced when 
the motor vehicle is driving on the speed reduction bump 
("sleeping policeman"). 

7. The presented mathematical model of the system 
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"motor vehicle - road" as one part can be used simulating 
certain traffic scenarios (for example, to study the exist
ing or to design new dangerous road sections; to study 
the interaction of the motor vehicle with various obstacles, 
etc). 
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